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FEEDBACK FORM
* Required

1. School Name*  

2. Judges Name*  

3. Please select the category for the project*

  Living things - human life; plant and animal life

  Environmental awareness and care - environmental awareness; science and the   
  environment; caring for the environment

  Energy and forces - light; sound; heat; magnetism and electricity; forces

  Materials - properties and characteristics of materials; materials and change

4. Presentation of the project*

 

5. Curiosity and imagination*

 

6. Problem-solving & constructive thinking*

 

7. Quality of findings*

 

8. Communication & understanding of scientific and technological concepts*

 

9. How well does this project represent its category

 

10. Any other feedback

 


	Text Field 1: Timoleague NS
	Text Field 2: Emer Hickey
	Text Field 3: This project presentation was amazing! All the students were enthusiastic and engaged. The visual aids were great for explaining the project in particular the petri dishes and the microscope. The posters further aided in explaining the project making the story easy to follow
	Text Field 4: I like that the students used an everyday activity - pouring waste down a sink - to inspire their project. Their curiosity really shown through when explaining to me about different moulds that appears on some of the samples - and we were able to discuss what caused that
	Text Field 5: Students were able to explain to me some problems they encountered - like a leaky window - which may have affected their results. I love that despite some setbacks they remained optimistic. The students had some great ideas on next steps and refinements for their projects
	Text Field 6: This project clearly demonstrated how substances we put down our sinks may actually affect sea life and environment. The students were able to explain their observations clearly! 
	Text Field 7: The class communicated this project like professionals! I love how everyone was involved in our conversation. They were able to answer all of my questions and overall I had a great discussion with them. The thing I loved the most was the students enthusiastic!
	Text Field 8: This represents the category very well
	Text Field 9: Very well done to all the students and teachers involved in this project. It was clear a lot of time and effort was put into it! I was left impressed and inspired by the standard! I look forward to seeing some of these students out in the main hall in the next number of years!
	Radio Button 1: Choice2


